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The Violet Flame
Joy dwells in my heart today. Yes, it is a happy, joyful event to see a group of our brothers and
sisters of the Light come together to celebrate Life, to celebrate their lives. Yes, you have all
responded to the invitation we extended to you a few weeks ago to come and celebrate your life.
Were you aware of this? (We hear "yes" as an answer.)
We have gathered in the Light dimensions to prepare for this meeting today. Yes, today, we have
made a sacred gesture, we have anchored in matter a gesture that confirms our choice to
recognize ourselves as Beings of Eternity, Beings of Life, Beings of perfection expanding in this
density. Yes, it's important. Every time you make a choice towards life, the expansion of Love,
the expansion of Light in your heart; you choose love, you choose harmony, you choose freedom,
your freedom!
It is time for this humanity to be liberated, to free itself from the chains of limitation, false
beliefs, chains of fear and mistrust in the face of Life, in the face of the Great Consciousness One.
These words may surprise you, don't they? Well, I'll give you an example, you'll understand
everything.
Let's say you work in a place where you have a lot of responsibilities. Let's say you work hard,
let's say you think your work is essential to the proper functioning of this place where you work.
You feel responsible for everyone you work with. That's fine, but do you feel responsible for
your happiness, your happiness, your dreams? And are you able to take a step towards the Great
Life? Are you able to trust the Consciousness One that expresses itself through each of those who
work with you, who are all around you and who are also learning to grow, learning to include
trust in Life in themselves, despite appearances?
For every time you make a choice, every time you speak a word, every time you make a gesture;
without knowing it, without often being aware of it, you advance towards more wisdom, more
inner greatness, more Light, more lightness. So, do you trust that the Great Life will take care of
your husband, will take care of your wife, your children when you are not there, because you take
three days off, because you dare to take three days off for yourself, to recharge your batteries?
Do you trust that Life will take care of your loved ones, your darling? Do you trust the Life in
your darling's heart? Do you trust that the best is coming to them? The best to teach them, help
them to grow, teach them to trust themselves. Does this depend on you? Does it depend on you
whether they grow up, learn faster, become more autonomous, more responsible? Little reality
check! It depends on the Living Great Life, incarnated in each of these beings you love, perhaps
to madness; it is indeed to madness but sweet madness, isn't it? (Laughs...)
So, are you able to realize that you are here in this density first and foremost for your own
happiness? Are you able to let your loved ones grow up and create their own happiness in their
own way, without you having to tow them, carry them on your shoulders, without you having to
stay up until 4:00 a.m. on Saturday mornings to see if the baby will soon come home safe and
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sound? Can you do that? In fact, do you trust the Consciousness One that grows in the hearts of
all your brothers and sisters on Earth: your children, your beloved ones, your parents, and
especially yours? A little humour: it's a question on the exam to pass into the 5th dimension.
(Laughs.)
These are the little words I wanted to share with you. Realise that thinking, putting yourself in a
situation, allows you to measure the trust you have in the invisible, in the intelligent Life that
supports you, that keeps your physical body alive, that nourishes it, that brings it oxygen, water,
food every second, that takes care of it even when you sleep. Do you realize that?
Do you trust? Isn't that a nice question? This is the second question on the exam; a little
repetitive, but then, you have to repeat it often. You see, it's important!
Why am I talking these words today? That's because you've learned for too long to forget
yourself to: save the others! That's true, isn't it? You have learned to forget yourself to save your
family, your children, those with whom you work, those you don't like, but it doesn't matter, you
want to save them anyway. (Laugh.) You want to save the world. I like humour once in a while!
So, see yourself, observe yourself, observe how you think, observe how you behave towards
those with whom you work, those with whom you live. Observe yourself and ask yourself the
question: "Am I really in my place? Am I taking care of myself or am I carrying the other because
I think I can really help him or her because he or she really doesn't know how to help himself or
herself? He's an incompetent being. He must be helped, he must be guided!"
Do you understand? Is the picture clear? (The audience answers "yes".)
Denise answers in turn: My God, you are learning fast! (Laugh.)
Denise says: It is all to your credit!
Saint Germain: All this to tell you that I really carry you in my heart. You are really precious in
the Great Plan and who is the only person who doesn't know this?
The audience: Us!
Denise: You're starting to get it, that's very good!
Saint Germain: Before I leave you, I will talk about the Violet Flame, this Flame with multiple
virtues, multiple powers, this Flame in service on Earth at this time to collaborate in the
ascension, the transmutation and the elevation of planetary frequencies.
It is a gift that has been given to this universe to transmute the creations of limitations that have
been created by humanity for millions of years. Yes, a transmutation gift that is very effective
and powerful depending on the intention you give it. If you use the Violet Flame thinking that it
is only a color stirring around you. Well, it's just a color stirring around you. You create, don't
you?
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You have been told for a while now that you are creating by your intention. So if you imagine the
Violet Flame around you and that, firmly inside you, you have the impression that you are
creating a transmutation field that repolarizes all the energy that is connected to your life energy
in Love Light, it becomes more effective!
You can work on this life, on all your lives, on your ancestors, imagine the whole Planet that
transmutes itself towards Love energy, only by emitting the intention and feeling that you are
participating in the transmutation; by your intention you are coloring the power of the Violet
Flame. You add to it your magnetism, your energy, a spark of the piece of eternity that you are. It
amplifies its action on the object of your intention; and this by your will, your intent.
So, yes, I invite you to use the Violet Flame which is Pure Love, Pure Consciousness, Pure Light
and this Flame transmutes all energies, repolarizes all energy towards Love, towards the Great
Creation Plan because the Great Creation Plan is a Perfect Plan that covers all the dimensions that
exist in all the Universes.
When you use this Flame, you repolarize towards Love, and you also repolarize the object of
your intention so that it finds its place of perfection in the Great Plan in the multi-dimensions.
You end up working in several dimensions at the same time, dimensions where there is no more
space, no more time. Everything takes effect in the present moment from all eternity, for all
eternity. Do you understand that?
So, you can use this Flame, imagining it around you transmuting all energy/consciousness in each
of your bodies, right up to the inside of the atoms in the cells of your physical body to establish
the equilibrium of Perfect Love. Be creative, use the power that you are, the power of Life in you
to transmute yourself, to transform yourself, to recalibrate all that you are from all eternity
towards Love, towards Light, towards the power of Life that is Pure Perfection. Do you
understand that? (We hear yes.) You are definitely good students!
With these words, my heart blesses yours, blesses each one of you. Appreciate your greatness,
bless the greatness that you are, every day. Transform yourself and become the magician of your
lives. Thank you!
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